With the proliferation of wireless devices and portable computing technology, battery technology
seems to be a newsworthy issue these days. Manufacturers of electric vehicles, cellular mobile
“smart” phones, and even airline manufacturers are facing the reality that batteries are not evolving
as fast as other technologies.
Radio Amateurs are also interested in battery technology. Whether one is using a hand-held
transceiver, a portable QRP transceiver, or designing a “shack” around renewable energy sources,
battery technology is likely to be a consideration. In reality, this is nothing new. Rather, it’s part
of an on-going evolution in the electronics industry.
How many remember the once ubiquitous number 6
dry cell which seemed to be everywhere, from rural
telephones to door bell circuits and school science
experiments? How about 22, 45, or 90-volt B-batteries
used for home broadcast receivers and portable radios?
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Pictured here are two “crowsfoot” batteries, which were
once commonplace in telegraph offices and railroad
depots throughout North America. They not only
provided reliable power, but the exhausted copper Crowsfoot Batteries were once commonplace in
sulfate solution made a good detergent for cleaning the railroad depots and telegraph offices throughout North America
depot floor.
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QNI Mission Statement
QNI is an independent newsletter
dedicated to promoting NTS and
genuine emergency
communications preparedness.

contained herein do not reflect
the policies or opinions of the
ARRL, the National Association
for Amateur Radio, nor those of
any particular NTS net or
emergency communications
organization.

Our newsletter is independently
published and distributed free of
charge to the Amateur Radio
and emergency management
community.
The opinions

Our mission is to provide a
forum for NTS volunteers
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throughout North America. We
operate on the premise that
Amateur Radio public service
volunteers should be, first and
foremost, communicators and
technicians. If you share this
vision, please support QNI.
Submit your news and articles
for publication.

The “New NTS”
By Joseph A Nollmeyer, W3YVQ
Provided courtesy of the MDC Newsletter, December, 2012
——————————————————————--

the NTS/NTSD.

A firewall protected gateway is provided to

addressees on the public internet for both agency traffic and the
public at shelters. Radio-email is handled by the root stations of

The three Chairs of the NTS and the three Area Digital Coor-

the network via the internet, or through continuously operating,

dinators of the NTSD, and their respective staffs, manage nets

infrastructure-independent Gateways, and thus requires no inter-

and resources above Section net level. These volunteers have

mediate relaying manpower. Its operation has virtually no learn-

deployed the national Radio-email system as a new common

ing curve for either amateur operators or officials.

layer for each of the NTS, NTSD, and ARES® communications functions of the ARRL Field Organization, the purpose
of which is to provide a means to finally integrate ARES®,
NTS, and NTSD services. These capabilities allow all three
organizations to intercommunicate on the same modern network, 24/7, nation-wide, without the call-up of any intermediate relaying nets or stations. This is the "New NTS".
In addition to the continuing ARRL Radiogram services provided by the manual NTS network and the parallel NTSD automated digital network, messaging in the email format over
amateur radio is now possible using multiple addressees, copies, and attached binary files. This major step into the modern
IT world is made possible by the developers of the Winlink
2000 (WL2K) system and is backed up by the nationwide fleet

Local ARES® and NTS/NTSD stations in our Sections thus provide the roots of this "New NTS" structure, one objective of
which is to achieve total served-agency interoperability.

Any

station in the country can now access the Radio-email system
from the internet or via any radio Gateway to send and receive
their mail to a client anywhere on the system or the public internet.
Most of the MDC manual NTS affiliated net stations, and our
stations linked with the NTSD digital Radiogram service, are also
operating on the Radio-email layer. It is now up to each local
jurisdiction to provide the Radio-email connection to the served
agencies within their domains in order to complete the network
coverage with relevant and modern messaging services.

of NTSD PACTOR stations providing radio-all-the-way con-

Editor’s note: Questions arose in response to this article about the control

nectivity.

operator process. It should be noted that the control operator process

In addition, the WL2K packet and HF Gateway stations using
the RMS-Relay module provide email service automatically to
clients even when the internet fails. Radio-email moving outside that local domain is passed over HF radio to Gateways
elsewhere in the country.
Officials can create and send/receive such Radio-email from
their own computers interfaced with the local amateur station.
Radio-email can carry the government forms, such as the ICS-

remains in place. Served agency messages are reviewed by a control operator before entry into the network.
--Questions regarding this article should be directed to:
Al Nollmeyer, W3YVQ
MDC ASM, STM
NTSWC CHAIR
MPG CHAIR
w3yvq@arrl.net

213, used by various agencies just as done via regular email.
Radio-email can also carry Radiogram traffic directly to/from

NEXT ISSUE: How to become a NTSD Hub/MBO.
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course of an hour, this would be roughly the equivalent of 360

Operating Tip: Between the Breaks

additional words of traffic added to the already significant demand on circuit capacity. This might be the rough equivalent

When transmitting the radiogram, proper procedures call for a

of adding anywhere from five to ten messages to the net. Add

“break” between the preamble (address) and text, as well a sec-

sloppy and inconsistent QNI procedures, confusion surround-

ond break between the text and the signature. This not only

ing unfamiliar call signs, inexperienced operators reporting

emphasizes a consistent structure for the radiogram, but it also

into the net, the failure to use the correct phonetic alphabet

provides an opportunity for the receiving station to request a

and similar poor operating practices, and the result is a failure

“fill” before the message is complete.

of a net to perform efficiently when efficiency is an incredibly
valuable commodity.

Silence is assent.
The false assumption:
If one is confident he has copied the preceding message content
correctly, the appropriate action at each “break” is to say noth-

Do not get in the habit of transmitting unnecessary language.

ing. Ideally, the transmitting operator un-keys his microphone,

While an occasional courtesy is appropriate and the occasional

pauses briefly and then listens for a “fill” request after each of

“relaxed” exchange can serve as a pleasant social lubricant dur-

these breaks. If no response is forthcoming from the receiving

ing routine net sessions, remember that one will operate in an

operator; he may then assume the preceding content was copied

emergency in the same manner in which he practices. During a

correctly and proceed with the remaining message content. In

disaster situation, good operating practices must be automatic and

other words, “silence is assent.”

intuitive. It is therefore necessary that only the best operating practices
be the norm during our daily NTS operations.

The idea, of course, is to minimize unnecessary language. By
eliminating phrases such as “roger, continue” of similar state-

Many radio amateurs are misled by inconsistent and “relaxed”

ments, there is less demand on circuit capacity and more traffic

operating practices. They assume casual, plain-language ex-

may be handled in a given time period, particularly on busy nets.

changes are faster than a disciplined, structured and consistent
net. In reality, careless and unstructured nets are not only all

Why is circuit capacity important?

too common, they are significantly less efficient in time of
emergency.

Imagine for a moment that your Section NTS Net has been activated in response to a major disaster. In our hypothetical situa-

The experienced traffic operator is trained to eliminate unnec-

tion, there are sixty messages listed with the net. In order to

essary language. Standard procedures, a consistent phonetic

handle all of these messages in one hour, it would be necessary

alphabet and the proper use of prowords eliminate the unnec-

to clear each message in one minute, assuming all messages are

essary repetition of communications traffic, unintended confu-

relayed on net frequency.

sion, and other time-wasters.

Now, imagine that six extra, unnecessary procedural words are
transmitted in association with each message. This might include unnecessary phrases such as “Amateur Call,” “Telephone
with Area Code,” “Common Spelling,” and the like. In the
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Early Michigan Traffic—A Personal
Recollection
by Don Devendorf, W8EGI (SK)

hot end to permit oscillation. Subsequent reports of heavy chirp

This article was originally prepared in 1985 for the Michigan Net, QMN

whole out-in-the-open coil carried the full plate voltage. We

50th Anniversary Celebration. It was reprinted for the QMN 75th Anni-

lived dangerously.

would force a further move back toward the cold end. Tuning
was accomplished using a flashlight bulb in a loop of wire held
close to the hot end of the coil, but not too close since the

versary Banquet held in 2010. We wanted to share it with other NTS

Full QSK was expected so no serious operator ever used the

members so they could get a bit of the flavor of early traffic handling.

same antenna for both receiving and transmitting. I had 50 or

PART ONE

75 feet of bell wire (a dime’s worth) strung around under the
eaves for the receiver. The best and strongest antenna wire was

In the beginning it was all on CW since virtually everyone operat-

the old green #9 HD copper, available free from Ma Bell’s Long

ed CW. A few well-to-do hams did have elaborate AM phone

Line crews. Big 6” glass insulators were a dime, three for a

stations far beyond the resources of most, including those of us

quarter at Woolworth’s. Of course pin-type line insulators

with only paper routes or family allowances. But somewhere in

were always gratis from either the town dump or the one down

every phone setup you’d see a bug or hand key in plain sight, used

behind the power house. Total cash outlay for antennas systems

or not.

that first ten years was about 75 cents.

Our early stations were simple, perhaps only a two tube regenerative receiver and a single tube Hartley or TNT transmitter built
with a few odd parts on a real breadboard. My first rig in 1931

age was assumed to be 135, or 180 if we could afford another

running on the same three 45

Banner B-battery from Kresge’s. 180 volts was considered the

-volt B batteries. The fila-

upper limit for a 201-A then around $5 new, and its 5-volt fila-

ment A supply was a discard-

ment had to be adjusted with a 6-ohm rheostat to something less

ed 6-volt car battery that my

than full brilliance. TNT meant the plate was tuned, but the

dad thought too small to

grid wasn’t, though of course there was a grid leak. It was the

crank our 1926 Reo in the

simplest possible transmitter of that day. There were no capaci-

The transmitting

tors, inductors, Hertzes, or even electronics then. All we had

antenna was single-wire fed,

were condensers, coils, cycles and just plain old electricity.

so called because a lead-in

How were we to know this was the beginning of a vast new

wire was tapped 16’ off-

technological revolution?

center on a 135’ flat-top.
Revived recently, it’s now

The only meter available was a 79-cent Readrite milliammeter
in the B+ lead. No voltmeter was necessary since the plate volt-

was a Super Wasp kit receiver and a 201-A TNT transmitter, both

winter.

Most of us started QRP; mine was two watts estimated input.

The once ubiquitous 201-A vacuum
tube in a 1920s broadcast receiver

During the late twenties and early thirties our radio parts came

called a “Windom” after

from Kresge’s Dollar Store with the green front, not to be con-

W8GZ who wrote the original 1929 QST article. The untuned

fused with their red front dime store next door. People were

feeder wire could be any length and was clipped right on the ¼

still building their own broadcast receivers. In 1929, a Pilot

inch copper tubing plate tank coil, just far enough away from the

Super Wasp receiver kit was $ 29.50 new at the dollar store,
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The only frequency meter we’d ever seen was the one on the power plant switchboard which pointed to 60 cycles. Thus the TNT
was replaced with a 47 crystal oscillator driving parallel 46s, running as much as 35 watts, and the Super Wasp went AC with the
new 36, 37 and 38 indirect heater tubes.
At first, though, most of us were operating unstable QRP VFOs
together with equally unstable, uncalibrated receivers. A 1932 log
contains a cryptic remark: “All dial readings with NAA at 10 degrees.” So most of us kept well inside the area where we heard
other hams. After a CQ we’d start tuning from the nearest band
A transmitter design from 1927 manufactured for commercial sale,
which is similar to the homebrew set described by Don….from the
collection of WB8SIW
quite a substantial outlay for a kid of 14. It was fun to build,
with neat 5-prong plug-in coils, each band in a different color,

edge toward our own frequency, sometimes adding “LF” or “HF to
indicate which one. Other stations were never worked on or near
ours because it was too noisy on transmit. So there we were on 80
CW and that’s where it all started.

and a state-of-the-art 222 screen-grid-tuned RF stage ahead of

The two-watt 201-A was entertaining but, as they’d say now, not

the conventional triode 201-A regenerative detector. Then

QSO-effective. After a few frustrating weeks in early 1931, it was

came transformer coupled 3:1 audio stages, 201-A and 112-A,

decided QRO was the way to go. That involved an AC power sup-

all of which drove a beautiful tapestry covered scratchy sound-

ply and a 245 tube in the TNT – a big jump to 20 watts at 350

ing RCA 103 cone speaker; just the thing for CW. An old

volts. Felt like about the same voltage across the key, too. Now

Brandes headset plugged right into the 112-A B+ line, now

W8EGI began talking to more and different people at greater dx,

and then a real shocker at 180-volts. To complete the station,

consistently. A whole new dimension was added when someone

we’d send to Leeds in New York for a Bunnell Gold Bug key

asked me to take a real radiogram for local delivery.

on sale at $ 3.98 and we were in business.

Part Two will appear in the next issue of “QNI.” In Part Two, Don describes traffic handling in the 1930s.

These rigs did their thing best on 80-meters. 40 was pretty
shaky and higher bands were simply out of the question; the
receiver had 2 degrees bandspread on 20, and the transmitter
was far too unstable even with the big copper tubing tank coil
(to reduce “circulating current,” whatever that was). With AC
power any line voltage change would produce a corresponding
jump in frequency, which frequency would swing with the
antenna in the wind. Fortunately, our receivers were broadtuners. Later on, as the art progressed, we’d upgrade to crystal control with two, maybe three 1” square X-cut quartz
plates each in a big round holder. Crystal frequencies were

Don Devendorf, W8EGI was one of the last remaining
charter members of the Michigan Net, QMN. Don remained very active on QMN into his ‘90s at which time
he could still be relied upon to take regular rainfall
measurements for the QMN-NWS rain gauge network
and accept radiograms for delivery. His outstanding
courtesy and professionalism is missed by all who knew
him. His obituary may be found on the last page 11 of
this issue.

determined mainly by consensus, not actual measurement.
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primary VHF and UHF-FM repeater resources. Other contents

A VHF Backpack
By James Wades, WB8SIW

include appropriate identification, reference data, log books,
message forms, and so on.
In the author’s case, older Icom handhelds (IC-02AT, IC-U16

The assembly of a “Go-Kit” containing basic emergency commu-

and IC-M16) are incorporated into the go-kit, whereas a more

nications equipment has become a common goal for many ARES

modern Yaesu hand-held is used for the common day-to-day

members. Such an arrangement is of particular importance in

functions. This ensures the HTs stay with the “go-kit” to en-

locations where disasters can occur with little or no warning.

sure operational readiness. After all, one doesn’t want to be

Ideally, one keeps his kit in his vehicle or at his home or office to

running around the house looking for his hand-held transceiver

facilitate quick response and deployment in time of emergency.

when a major emergency occurs!

A review of the many kits featured on-line reveals a wide variety
of ideas and approaches to the same preparedness goal.

Un-

doubtedly, there is more than one way to “skin” the proverbial
cat.
The author’s go-kit is fairly typical. Its basic contents include:


A VHF “two-meter” handheld



A UHF 440-MHz handheld



A VHF marine radio



A roll-up “J-pole” VHF antenna



A “mag-mount” VHF antenna



A set of self-carbon message blanks.



A set of radio logs



A clip board



A lantern/flashlight for use at night



A chest pack for handheld radio and spare battery packs for

The author’s go-bag. These bags are readily available from law enforcement supply houses.

The Chest Pack

alkaline cells

One unique item included in the go-kit is a “chest pack.” This is



A “write in rain” book for radio log/notes.

a pack, which hangs around one’s neck and clips behind his



An emergency vest

back. It keeps the HT in front where it can be heard and used



Spare AA-batteries

easily. It also incorporates a pocket for a spare battery pack,



Spare RF adapters

notepad, and hooks for pens or pencils. These devices are com-



Cigarette Lighter adapters to charge/power the HTs

monly used in rail yards where switchmen can’t be fiddling with



Spare pair of reading glasses (for old age).

a radio on their belt when the potential exists to lose an arm or
a leg when one’s attention is taken off the job for only a brief

Generally speaking, the go-kit philosophy is intended to be a

moment. One advantage of the chest pack is that it can elimi-

basic, non-specialized package for general ECOM response. The

nate the failure-prone “speaker mic.”

emphasis is on the ability to establish basic communications using
6

block roadways, requiring a radio amateur to access an area onfoot or it may be impractical to park one’s vehicle sufficiently
close to an Incident Command Post or shelter to provide convenient communications. A search and rescue operation may
require greater range and reliability than that provided by a hand
-held radio. In such cases, one may want an arrangement that
provides better reliability and which is quickly and easily deployed with a minimum of effort.
One solution to such problems might be a backpack or
“manpack” arrangement. Such a configuration can provide a
VHF solution, which offers considerably higher power output, a
A Radio Chest Harness

higher profile, more efficient antenna, and better communications reliability. Properly constructed, a VHF manpack arrangement may be used on foot, while driving a snowmobile or ATV,
or even on horseback in a SAR operation to provide reliable
VHF or UHF communications from locations where a hand held
radio is simply insufficient. It is with these factors in mind that
the author created his VHF/UHF manpack arrangement.

A VHF backpack
While the go-kit serves as an excellent general purpose preparedness solution, unique situations arise in which a hand-held transceiver is simply insufficient for reliable communications. An
emergency may arise, which is outside the primary coverage area
of local ARES repeaters. Widespread power outages may occur,
which disable one or more key repeaters serving a county or region. In such cases a mobile VHF radio may be pressed into service or a “base” type VHF radio may be deployed to a fixed location such as a fire station or EOC. However, a mobile unit or a
box of radio apparatus is a cumbersome or impractical solution in
some cases. For example, hurricane or tornado situations may
GPS backpack repurposed for ARES communications.
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Off-the-Shelf Components

tively stiff if one wishes to use two simultaneously. Two excessively long or “soft” antennas will tend to bump against each

Having a background in engineering and surveying, the author

other when moving over rough terrain. This is a potentially

looked to readily available solutions in his own industry. Un-

problematic situation if one radio unit is transmitting when

doubtedly, many of us have driven down the highway and seen a

contact is made between the antennas. In most cases, only one

land surveyor utilizing equipment featuring a tri-pod equipped

antenna is used in a “mobile” configuration. However, suffi-

with a GPS antenna. Similar tri-pod arrangements are used by

cient flexibility is needed to accommodate tree branches or

highway departments to support VHF antennas and two-way radi-

other obstructions, which may be encountered.

os to coordinate extensive lane closures. An entire specialized
industry has developed solutions to many of the same problems

APRS

confronted by the radio amateur. These solutions can be used to

Another possible configuration for the system might incorpo-

construct a flexible, highly effective backpack unit at moderate

rate APRS. Because the threaded mounts already accommo-

cost.

date a GPS antenna,

The Backpack

one could incorporate
a low power APRS

The basis for the author’s arrangement is a “GPS backpack” manu-

arrangement into the

factured by “SECO” for surveying and GIS projects. It incorpo-

backpack for use in

rates a rugged tubular frame, a high-quality “surveyor orange”

emergency situations

weather proof fabric, and standard threaded mounts designed for

such as Search and

the mounting of specialized GPS antennas. The interior of the

Rescue activities. By

unit incorporates adjustable Velcro fasteners designed to secure a

NMO adapter for VHF or UHF antennas

placing a GPS antenna

wide range of GPS equipment within the pack, all of which can be

on one mount and a VHF antenna cut for the APRS frequency

pressed into service to secure a VHF or even HF radio transceiv-

on the other mount, one could have an effective APRS back-

er.

pack arrangement.

The backpack is of sufficient strength and quality that a gel-cell

HF Radio

battery or two of good capacity can be included along with such
ancillary items as spare coax, additional antenna options and even

While one could certainly incorporate HF capabilities into this

some spare food, clothing, emergency supplies and the like.

arrangement, a better option might be to incorporate a semiportable arrangement. In this case, a suitable adapter was pro-

Mounting the VHF and UHF antenna

cured to adapt the NMO connectors to a SO-239 connector. A

A specialized adapter designed to mount radio antennas to a sur-

length of coax can then be connected for deploying a portable

veyor’s tripod was used to provide a suitable NMO mount for the

VHF or HF antenna depending on one’s needs. One can even

antennas. These adapters are readily available for a variety of an-

incorporating a 1-1 balun, which allows one to easily deploy a

tenna configurations. These devices incorporate a length of RG-

random wire and a counterpoise for portable HF operations.

58 coaxial cable for connection to the radio transceiver.

By incorporating a radio such as a FT-897D, an IC-703 or a
similar transceiver, one could use the backpack primarily as a

Experience has shown that the desired antennas should be rela-

VHF or UHF-FM device while keeping HF portable capability
8

available for specialized situations

Such an option can provide a communications solution for

which require the rapid deployment

ARES or NTS organizations, which can fill the gap between

of HF communications in the field.

the capabilities of a fixed station or mobile unit and a handheld radio.

VHF-SSB

Do We Really Use Our Capabilities?
….or “What Happened to 146.520 mHz”
An editorial by James Wades, WB8SIW

Two-meter SSB offers some real
advantages for simplex communications by greatly increasing useful
range. Furthermore, a reasonable

For most of us, ham radio is a casual hobby utilized for the

level of security is provided in that SO-239 adapter and HF balun
installed
the typical VHF scanner cannot

occasional conversation or perhaps a major contest or two.

monitor SSB communications. By incorporating a transceiver into

amateurs, only a small percentage are active in a local club,

the backpack which includes VHF-SSB capability, the improved

ARES or NTS program. If one takes a step or two back from

antenna system, higher power output and DC power capabilities of

his personal involvement in the Amateur Radio Service and

a backpack arrangement can provide significantly extended simplex

examines the various aspects of our hobby/service with an

range and a reasonable level of confidentiality for sensitive commu-

open mind, he may come to the conclusion that radio ama-

nications, while keeping such communications off of high-profile

teurs make only very limited use of the significant resources

repeater systems.

afforded them by the FCC and the other regulatory bodies,

Many of those licensed are not active, and of the active radio

which support our existence. Some of this underutilization is
simply the result of a collective inability to reach a consensus
on band plans and operating agreements.
For example, consider the frequency 146.520-mHz. This
frequency was originally intended as a calling and emergency
frequency. Of course, in true non-conformist nature, few radio amateurs today adhere to the original purpose of this frequency. In some ways, 146.520-mHz might be described as a
“bi-polar” frequency.

In most areas one hears little or no

activity on this frequency. Few monitor it. In other areas,
the frequency is consumed by long-winded QSOs and roundtable conversations, which may go on for hours, thereby dis-

Yaesu FT-2900R repurposed for manpack operation

couraging those who might wish to monitor and utilize it as a
Summary:

two-meter “calling frequency.” For example, in a community

Ultimately, the options for this arrangement are limited only by the
imagination of the radio amateur. By adapting equipment designed
to solve solutions in other industries, the average radio amateur can

familiar to the author, 146.520 is unusable as a calling frequency because it is dominated for hours most evenings by a
few individuals.

have a field deployable communications solution ready to go with

As originally envisioned, active radio amateurs throughout

just a single evening of planning and assembly.

North America would monitor 146.520 on a regular basis.
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One might leave a VHF transceiver or scanner squelched on the

Ultimately, the idea would be to engender sufficient coopera-

frequency while going about other activities. If someone called

tion to move the long-winded round table contacts off ’52 while

“CQ” and established a contact, the proper protocol was to move

encouraging its proper use as a genuine calling and emergency

the QSO to an alternate frequency to carry out the conversation.

frequency.

Once the QSO was complete, the operators would return to ’52
and continue to monitor for other calls or emergency traffic.
This idea included allowing mobile operators to hail one another
on our nation’s highways or for use as a facility for requesting
local information.

Will it happen? Probably not. Some radio amateurs seem to
invest a tremendous amount of time arguing with others and
enforcing their viewpoint at the cost of consensus and cooperation.

All too often, we forget that “done” is better than

“perfect.” However, imagine just for a moment, the possibilities

Imagine the potential value of a properly used and supported

for a true national calling and emergency frequency. All that is

nationwide “calling and emergency” frequency, the use of

really necessary for such a proposal to succeed is to set aside our

which was limited to an initial “CQ” and response or public

own selfish interests to support the creation of an effective

service traffic.

ECOM resource within the VHF-FM spectrum. The tools al-

If every radio amateur who was active in ARES, RACES and NTS
left a scanner or two-meter FM transceiver on ’52, a variety of
functions could be supported. For example, those who are hiking
or camping in rural areas might have a better chance of obtaining
assistance in time of emergency. Radio Amateurs traveling our
Nation’s Interstate Highways would have an alternative to CB

ready exist. Most two meter radios currently manufactured
have a priority channel function, which allows one to monitor a
frequency such as ’52 even when tuned to a local repeater or
club frequency. Inexpensive used VHF scanners are likewise
capable of providing an effective monitoring option. All we
have to do is put them to work.

radio during their travels. In the event of a disaster, which may

In an era of smart phones and ubiquitous personal telecommuni-

occur with little or no warning, a calling and emergency frequen-

cations tools, it’s easy to dismiss such an idea. However, such

cy could serve as an initial point of contact for requesting assis-

resources may not always be available, particularly in time of

tance or for clearing ECOM traffic while ARES or RACES re-

emergency.

sources are being activated.
A renewed commitment to an actual calling and emergency frequency would require only a minor commitment from active radio amateurs willing to promote proper protocols for the use of
146.520-mHz. These protocols might include:


Monitoring ’52 whenever working within “ear-shot” of a
radio or scanner.



Monitoring ’52 when mobile.



Using ’52 only to establish initial contact for a casual “QSO.”
Once contact is established those engaged in the QSO would
move to an alternate simplex frequency to complete their
conversation.



Returning to ’52 after a QSO to continue monitoring the
10
frequency.
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A Note Regarding the 7290
Traffic Net
Jo Ann Keith, KA5AZK
Your new newsletter was forwarded to me

to be growing. If you have time, check out
our web site of www.7290trafficnet.org.
Again congratulations on the good idea.

and I just wanted to say good job and con-

73, Jo Ann KA5AZK, Manager 7290 Traf-

gratulations on a good idea. I hope this will

fic Net, Asst. Director West Gulf Div. NTS

generate both new traffic handlers and some
new traffic.

Send us information about

I am manager of the 7290 Traffic Net and
we have had the problem of needing traffic
also. We started sending birthday messages
to net members and contacted the QSL Bureau card sorters and have been helping

An Independent
NTS Newsletter
——
QNI is published
quarterly...or more
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in the past few years that the interest seems

them. We could still use other ideas.

your traffic net!
What are you doing to improve
ARES or NTS in your area? What
initiatives are you taking to recruit
new members? What are you doing
to generate good quality message

I teach a class in traffic handling on the first

traffic? How are you preparing for

Wednesday and the following Saturday on

emergencies and disasters?

7290 and also go to Hamfests. I have found

In memoriam—don devendorf, W8egi
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Don Devendorf’s early recollections of
traffic handling may be found on page 4 of
this issue of “QNI.” His obituary is
included here so those who didn’t know
him may learn a bit more about the author
of our feature article.
———————————————Don Devendorf, W8EGI was a charter
member of the Michgian Net, QMN, one
of the nation’s first traffic nets. Donald L.
Devendorf W8EGI Age 95, died February
5, 2010 in Fort Myers, Fl. Born October
14, 1914 in Albany, NY, Don worked for
the Federal Aviation Administration. As a
civilian, he served at the military base in
Kodiak, AK during WWII as a radio
operator. He retired in 1968 as chief of
the Flight Service Station, Lansing, MI.
After retirement he worked for MSU as a
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radio engineer at WKAR. Don was an avid
amateur radio operator, getting his first
license in 1931. He wrote many articles
for QST magazine and operated in the
QMN for many years. He was a member
of the Central Michigan Amateur Radio
Club, Lansing Engineers Club and Friends
of Historic Meridian. He was preceded in
death by his parents, Norman and Helen
(Hotchkiss) Devendorf and brother
Gilbert. Surviving are his wife of 67 years
Jean (Sunley) Devendorf; son David
(Shari), daughter Susan (Donald) Shuler;
grandchildren David (Jennifer) Shuler,
Kristen Shuler, Scott (Liz) Devendorf and
Bryan
(Beth)
Devendorf;
greatgrandchildren Alex, Nicolas, Hannah and
Samuel Shuler; nephew Norman (Carol)
Devendorf.

